Two Leading Research Platforms.
One Automated Workflow.
Go From Literature Review to Article
Access, in a Single Click
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platforms—DistillerSR and Article Galaxy Enterprise—to
automate and accelerate your research workflow.

Review Lifecycle

What does that mean for you? With DistillerSR and
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group will be able to save twice—first by automating
literature review process—all in one place.
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Double Your Time Savings,			
With Half the Effort

Your Benefits:

Running DistillerSR for literature reviews? Now you

ý Leverage built-in AI to conduct broader literature

can connect to Research Solutions’ award-winning
Article Galaxy Enterprise research platform from within
the DistillerSR review software. Seamlessly access
peer-reviewed journal articles and conduct AI-driven
literature reviews in DistillerSR, dramatically shortening
your research cycle.

reviews in less time
ý Access copyright-compliant literature for your
reviews in just one click
ý Achieve substantial cost savings by cutting time
and manual labor—twice

DistillerSR Systematic Literature Review Software

Article Galaxy Enterprise Research Platform

DistillerSR saves valuable research time by automating

The Article Galaxy Enterprise document retrieval engine

much of the manual work involved in conducting

provides one-click access to full-text scientific papers

a systematic literature review, including reference

at the lowest legal cost—on-demand, whenever and

screening, data collection and collation, reviewer conflict

wherever needed. Article Galaxy Enterprise simplifies

checking, duplicate reference removal, and inclusion/

scientific literature access, allowing researchers to:

exclusion processing. DistillerSR enables researchers to:
�

Easily organize and manage their literature review workflow

ý

Purchase or rent full-text papers from major publishers 24/7

�

Increase efficiency and reduce errors using built-in AI

ý

Get native PDFs delivered to their inbox within minutes

�

Collaborate in real time, regardless of location

ý

Filter by lowest cost, open access, subscriptions, and rentals

�

Customize forms and workflows for any review protocol

ý

Order right from PubMed, Google Scholar, and 70+ websites

�

Track their progress with real-time reports

ý

Obtain 24/7 best-in-class customer service

What’s Next?
Register at www.researchsolutions.com/lp-evidence-partners to learn more and get your Article Galaxy
Enterprise account today.
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